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Chapter 431: The night is worth thousands of gold 

 

“We were here to look for a girl to accompany us…..” 

“Err, that’s right. Here to look for someone to accompany…. because we haven’t had a girl in our group 

for a very long time… Miss Yue, you know right… we men have that sort of desire….” 

“Yes…we specially brought along the bewitching smoke and was prepared to ‘do that thing’ after she 

had passed out, hei hei…” 

“This lass is full of life, many of the guys in our group are interested in her, but since it was our turn to 

do the night duty, the early bird catches the worm, so we were really lucky…” 

Because of the Piercing Sky Eye technique, both of them described their plan in detail without any 

misgivings. 

Huang Yueli was already raging with anger earlier and had yet vented it out. So when she heard this 

vulgar description, she was immediately fired up further. 

However the expression she had was filled with smiles, continuing, “Ha ha, you remembered wrongly. 

The reason for you to enter this tent was not to find the girl to accompany you!” 

“Ah? Really?” 

“Did we remember wrongly?” 

Both of them were filled with bewilderment and momentarily they could not recall what was their 

purpose of this late night visit. 

Huang Yueli lowered her voice and enchantingly said, “That’s right. You’re not here to look for any 

female companion but here to look for other men. Haven’t you always liked other men?” 

Both of them stared at her in a daze, unable to react. 

Huang Yueli activated her Profound Energy and coldly glanced at them. 

Under the influence of her technique, both men’s thoughts had already plastered into a mess. 

“That’s right. What girl? The one I wanted to look for is the thin guy who shares the same tent as me.” 

“Right, what’s good about women? Men are much better and more energetic…hehe…..” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “Since that’s the case, shouldn’t you rush over to their tent now? Don’t waste 

anymore time, a night is worth thousands of gold!” 

“Right, we shouldn’t waste anymore time, the weather is turning cold!” 

“Let’s go now!” 

The duo animatedly rushed out. 



Giving a faint smirk, Hiang Yueli pulled open the hanging screen and secretly followed behind with the 

intention to watch an exciting show. 

However her cultivation level was still pretty low, very different from the bearded captain and fatty, 

hence her Piercing Sky Eye technique could not last much longer. But it was enough to last till they snuck 

into other person’s tent, removed all their clothings and did something ‘dirty’. 

As for if there were able to ‘do the deed’, it would depend on their speed. 

After a quarter of an hour is up, they would regain their consciousness and would neither remember 

what they had done during the entire duration nor recall the hints she gave. 

As for those mercenaries who were harassed by the duo, they would definitely not believe that they 

were being controlled. 

By then, things would definitely turn into a state of confusion and the scenario would be very thrilling! 

Huang Yueli had barely hidden herself behind a large rock when the nearby tent echoed a blood-curdling 

screech. 

“ARGH~~~! Captain, wh… What are you doing? YOU’RE ACTUALLY A PERVERT!” 

Bearded captain held his pants and covered his upper body, his puzzled face looked like he had been 

beaten up as he was chased out of the tent. 

“Aiyo, Aiyo! Why did you hit me? What just happened? Why am I here?” 

A delicate looking soldier, with a sombre expression mixed with grief and indignation, started to rain 

blows on the captain. It hit the captain’s right eye and almost immediately, his eye socket surfaced a 

black ring, looking especially comical. 

Chapter 432: The person I’m beating is you, you pervert! 

 

“Still trying to deny! So it turns out that you had designs on my a** for a long time! To think that I have 

been following you around for such a long time! I’ve known you for such a long time but I didn’t know 

your true nature! You’re too much!” 

“What are you talking about? How dare you dare to hit me, the Captain! Are you planning to revolt??” 

Bearded captain covered his eye, shouting back unbelievably. 

“The person I’m beating is you, you pervert! I’ll stake everything against you!!” 

The delicate looking soldier refused to listen to his explanation and struck out another punch. 

This punch happened to land exactly on the nose bridge of the bearded captain, causing his nose to 

become crooked and blood started to flow out of his nose. 

On the other side, Fatty’s tent was a mess as well. 

“You….. Don’t….don’t come any nearer, I’m warning you!” 



He had undressed fully, shaking his hips and protruding tummy, a “seductive” smile appeared on his 

face. 

“Don’t hide, Brother Hu….. Brother Hu, don’t you think I look pretty?” 

“Pretty your head! Stupid pervert!” 

“Brother Hu, don’t be like this… allow me to service you. You’ll definitely find that I’m better than 

women…..” 

Fatty dashed over and used his obese body to press down on Brother Hu. 

“Urgh~~~!”, Brother Hu couldn’t tolerate any further and shouted out. 

The huge commotion attracted the attention of the other soldiers and one by one, everyone crept up. In 

an instance, the entire campsite became a terrible mess. 

A sly smile appeared on Huang Yueli’s face and gave a snort of disgust. 

Serve you right for making designs on this grand aunt! This was just a small punishment and warning. 

Next time…. She’d let them become eunuchs! 

She was feeling very good since her plan had succeeded flawlessly. She hummed a tune to herself as she 

slowly walked back to her own tent. 

Upon drawing the hanging screen, she felt something was amiss, hurriedly rushed in and pull away the 

blanket on the ground. 

~~~There was no one! 

Huang Yueli’s heart thumped as a drop of sweat dripped from her forehead. 

No one, there was no one at all! How could this be? 

Li Moying was just lying there earlier, why was he not here now? 

He had suffered a serious injury and had remained unconscious all the while. It was impossible that he 

moved by himself. 

While dealing with bearded captain and fatty, Huang Yueli was careful to place the array boundary in 

such a way that she avoided the area where Li Moying laid! 

She recalled clearly that he was still laying in the same position when she secretly following the two 

scums out of the tent. 

Her journey only lasted for a quarter of an hour and Li Moying had disappeared? 

Could it be that someone took him away? 

Huang Yueli wiped the sweat away from her forehead and forced herself to calm down, figuring out all 

possibilities that could have happened. 



Now that they were within the array that the Werewolf Mercenaries’ array master had set up, one could 

only leave and not enter. So the only people who were inside were the mercenaries, Li Moying and 

herself. 

And all the mercenaries soldiers were all at the campsite having a dogfight, so it couldn’t be any of them 

who had brought Li Moying away. 

As such, the biggest possibility is….. Li Moying awoke and left this place? 

“Impossible, that’s impossible!” 

Huang Yueli shook her head hard, rejecting this possibility. 

The reason was simple. Li Moying’s internal injury was extremely serious and due to the fact that he had 

taken the Red Scorpion Blood Transfusion pills, his body was in a state of exhaustion. 

Chapter 433: Li Moying disappeared 

 

Even if Li Moying had awoke, he should not be able to walk. Even if he could walk a few steps, to be able 

to leave this tent was extremely difficult. 

Yet now, there was no sight of him anywhere within the areas visible to the tent outside….. 

How would he have the ability to drag his seriously injured body alone and travel a great distance in 

such a short amount of time? 

Even if he could walk, what reason did he have to leave the safety zone in the middle of the night, 

risking his life to enter the dark and dangerous gathering place for the Magical Beasts? 

Furthermore, it was impossible for him to throw her aside and leave alone? 

In this case, the question went back to square one. 

If Li Moying didn’t leave by himself, then who was it who brought him away? 

She had witnessed with her own eyes that all the team members of the Werewolf Mercenaries were at 

the campsite! 

Huang Yueli frowned and thought for a long time but she still had no clues. 

But she knew one thing and that was she could not continue staying here. She needed to search for Li 

Moying. 

That man was suffering from such a serious injury and yet he left in the middle of the night. No matter if 

he was taken away or left by himself, it was an exceptionally dangerous matter! 

For all you know, he could be in a life-threatening situation now! 

The more Huang Yueli thought, the more worried she got. She couldn’t hold it any further and ran 

outside in a split second. 



The array that the Werewolf Mercenaries had set up naturally was not able to stop her. She re-

positioned herself several times and easily left the array boundary. 

She surveyed the surroundings but could not find Li Moying and her shock and worries increased. 

No matter how she looked, there were no clues at all. Nor was she able to find out which direction Li 

Moying had took. 

Her brows creased and she brought out the sleepy Little Phoenix from the Sky Phoenix Ring. 

“Wang Cai, wake up!” 

Little Phoenix was sleeping when he dazedly heard someone calling for him and impatiently mumbled 

complaints. 

“What’s up with the calling? Don’t you know this lord is still sleeping? Whoever dares to wake me up, 

this lord will use the True Phoenix Fire to roast you!” 

“Sleep and sleep, you only spend your day sleeping or eating. What good life you have!” Huang Yueli 

anxiously used her hand to pinch Little Phoenix’s nose, forcing him to wake up, “Quick, it’s urgent! Wake 

up and start working, you can continue to sleep later!” 

Little Phoenix’s breathing was blocked by her pinching so he unwillingly opened his eyes. 

He held a mouth of True Phoenix Fire by the side of his mouth but when he saw Huang Yueli, he forced 

himself to swallow it back. 

“Female Devil, you pervert, how dare you steal glances at a sleeping, handsome man like me!” 

“What kind of man are you? Stinky kid! Don’t sprout nonsense. Help me take a look, where did Li 

Moying go to?” 

“What? That scary man disappeared?” Little Phoenix stared wide-eyed. 

Huang Yueli nodded, “That’s right…” 

“Oh yeah! That’s great! Finally got rid of him! When he was here, I don’t even dare to come out and 

play. He’s just too terrifying!”, Little Phoenix happily went round in a circle and excitedly said, “Female 

Devil, don’t bother to search for him. It’s good that he left! Otherwise he keeps biting your mouth, he 

must be torturing you!” 

Huang Yueli heard this and her corners of her lips twitched. 

She wondered what special bloodline Li Moying had, Little Phoenix was always oppressed by him 

naturally. Little Phoenix was especially stressed whenever he was around, so he didn’t like him at all. 

Chapter 434: How could it be? 

 

Huang Yueli could understand all of this but this stinky kid did not understand yet he pretended to. So 

when he said out all these words, she didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 



Why was it called “biting your mouth”? 

When they were kissing, this stinky little kid actually stole glances at them, so he misunderstood that 

this was the case….. 

Huang Yueli coughed, “Don’t talk rubbish. Li Moying has really disappeared and you know that he is 

injured, it’s too dangerous! Quickly, sense for me and tell me which direction did he went?” 

Little Phoenix’s senses were naturally stronger than humans. 

What’s more, the unique oppression effect that Li Moying had on it could allow the Little Phoenix to 

sense him from afar. 

With a bitter face, Little Phoenix was unwilling but since his female master insisted, he could only do as 

he was told. 

He shut his eyes, his plump face tightened and tried his best to concentrate and sense. 

Suddenly he opened his big, round eyes, it was filled with astonishment! 

“This… how could it be…..” 

“What? How is Li Moying? Tell me quickly!”, Huang Yueli rushed over and threw out questions 

continuously. 

Little Phoenix blinked and answered uncertainly, “I…..I could sense a very strong energy around….. this 

location!” 

His little plump hand pointed East. 

“The energy that I felt… was similar to Li Moying’s…..” 

“Really?” Huang Yueli’s eyes twinkled, “You’re the best. After we leave the Dark Moon Forest, this sister 

will add more food to your meal! Hurry, let’s go find him now!” 

She turned and broke into a run but Little Phoenix held out his hand and pulled hard on the helm of her 

skirt, stopping her from leaving. 

“Wait, Female Devil, don’t go!” 

Huang Yueli anxiously replied, “What’s the matter? We can talk later. Li Moying might be in danger 

anytime, I don’t have any time to waste!” 

“But… But…..” 

Little Phoenix was even more anxious but due to his small build, he could not stop Huang Yueli at all. 

Huang Yueli’s heart was burning wildly like a furnace and didn’t pay attention to his words. She 

staggered and left him, ran towards the direction of the East. 

The far East was a serene and dense forest. 

That area was way out of the safety zone, where a fifth tier Magical Beast – Great Spiritual Horn Rhino 

dwelled. 



The Great Spiritual Horn Rhino’s defence was well-known, the huge spirit horn on top of its head was 

extremely sharp. One headbutt and it could easily knock dead a fifth tier practitioner; a very dangerous 

Magical Beast with exceptional attack power. 

Although strong, the nature of this Magical Beast was docile. If it was not provoked, it would not actively 

attack humans. 

Huang Yueli carefully entered the dense forest, thinking of ways to avoid the Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos 

while searching for Li Moying. 

Just at this moment, the dense forest reverberated chaotic and disordered footsteps, the rumbling noise 

went louder and louder, accompanied by severe trembling of the ground going towards her direction. 

Huang Yueli knew something was amiss, quickly got out of the way and hid behind a big tree. 

What she saw was a huge group of Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos racing past her, there were at least one 

hundred and more! 

She had never seen so many Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos appear at the same time! 

And these Great Rhinos footsteps were flustered and disorderly, as if they were terrified and were 

running forward with all their lives. Some smaller Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos slipped and fell on their 

way and couldn’t get up and yet none of the adult Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos stopped to save them. 

This scenario seems like something horrifying was behind seeking to kill them all! 

Chapter 435: It’s… It’s too terrifying! 

 

Huang Yueli frowned and even her heart felt extremely complicated! 

What type of terrible change had occurred in the dense forest? Even the formidable Great Spiritual Horn 

Rhino was threatened to this state…. Then if…. Li Moying was truly in this forest….. 

She could not bear to imagine what kind of danger would Li Moying be in! 

Currently he was not a peak performance expert who don’t put anything into his sight… he was seriously 

injured and unconscious! 

What actually happened? 

The more she thought, the more anxious she got. But she knew she could not afford to be rash and 

show herself. Such a huge crash of Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos and they were not able to fight against 

that thing, with her power, she ought to be even more careful. 

Perhaps even before she had yet to save Li Moying, she herself would have gotten herself into serious 

trouble. 

Just as she was still deep in her thoughts, within a short span of time, the Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos 

had disorderly ran past where she was hiding. 



The last few were either those which had fallen or physically weaker than the rest, and they ended up at 

the tail of the entire crash. 

Suddenly a Great Spiritual Horn Rhino which had dropped out of the crash gave out an earth-shaking 

cry, mournful whining echoed throughout the entire forest. 

Huang Yueli shockingly hid behind a tree and secretly looked out. 

At one glance, she was frozen. 

This Great Spiritual Horn Rhino was cut along the direction of its spine and had split into two equal 

halves! All the intestines splattered on the ground and blood splashed everywhere. 

No matter how experienced Huang Yueli was, upon seeing such savage scene, she still felt disgusted and 

at the same time, the worries in her mind multiplied. 

What on earth…..happened in the forest? Li Moying… how was he now? 

Immediately following that was another blood-curdling cry… Another Great Spiritual Horn Rhino was 

dissected. 

And this round, Huang Yueli had the opportunity to capture the vicious scene. 

A cold amethyst light silently slid though. Gloomy, undemonstrative, as if it was a amethyst light from 

hell, in an instance, it took away the life of another Great Spiritual Horn Rhino. 

Huang Yueli’s heartbeat hastened as tension crept in. 

T…Terrifying! What was that? 

The defensive power of the Great Spiritual Horn Rhino was something that many seventh tier Magical 

Beasts desired. What kind of power was it that could reduce them to two segments of dead bodies? 

“Sasa….sasa…..” 

At this moment, a rumbling sound was heard in the forest. 

This sound was very faint, so if one did not hear properly, they might think it was the rustling of leaves in 

the night breeze. 

But, Huang Yueli instinctively felt something was not right. She opened her eyes wide and looked 

towards the deeper part of the dense forest. 

In the dark appeared a tall silhouette of a person standing upright in the middle of the forest, slowly 

walking towards the outside. 

His strides were not big and movements was slow and steady but his speed was exceptionally fast. Great 

Spiritual Horn Rhino ran wildly but he caught up easily in two to three strides. 

The dark figure held a long sword and as he swiped his sword forward, an amethyst light flashed past 

and another Great Spiritual Horn Rhino was killed. 



The dark figure had already walked to the empty field next to the big tree where Huang Yueli was hiding. 

That area was spacious and as the moonlight shone, it reflected entirely on the dark figure. 

Huang Yueli instinctively used her hand to cover her mouth, eyes staring towards the front, face filled 

with disbelief! 

Because the handsome face that was lit up by the moonlight, belonged to Li Moying! 

That seductive plum eyes, the straight nose bridge, inclining eyebrows and cool, mean lips – she would 

never recognise the wrong person! 

Chapter 436: The devil from hell 

 

It really was Li Moying! 

But the Li Moying was very different from his usual charming disposition. From head to tail, he bore a 

sinister and horrifying expression! 

His good-looking face was stained with blood from god-knows-which Magical Beast. That contrast of the 

blood red stain against his jade-white skin was especially eye-catching. 

Red veins covered the white part of his eyes, his cold and distant line of sight kept staring straight and 

the sides of his lips curled a sinister smile. The Amethyst Light Sword was already soaked in blood, 

dripping from the tip of the sword. 

Just his looks alone was enough to send the chills down anyone’s spine. 

Even Huang Yueli could not help but shiver. 

That was actually Li Moying! 

How could it be? How was this possible? 

Wasn’t he seriously injured? Wasn’t he unconscious and immobile? Why did he look as though he was 

never injured and the power he showed was several times stronger than his normal self! 

And the look in his eyes…. It was as if he was the real demon from hell, totally emotionless… 

Just at this moment, he turned his head slightly and casted a glance towards her direction. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly retracted herself behind the tree. This man…. Had he found out that she was 

spying on him? 

She prayed that her whereabouts would not be discovered, and simultaneously she recalled that glance, 

strong, cruel, unfeeling…. It was just too scary! 

Luckily, Li Moying did not seem to notice her or perhaps he thought it was not worth to struggle with a 

weak housefly like her so he retracted back the glance and continued to depart. 

Huang Yueli heaved a sigh of relief and wiped off the sweat that covered her forehead. 

She was really shocked by Li Moying at that moment, thinking that he may really kill her! 



She had never seen the cold glint in his plum blossom eyes before. Usually when he looked at her, his 

eyes always contained a gentle expression….. 

Huang Yueli took a few deep breaths and forced herself to calm down. 

“What exactly happened? How did Li Moying turn into this state? I had just left the tent for an hour, 

what could have happened within such a short period of time?” 

She was still puzzled after much thought but based on intuition, Li Moying’s condition was abnormal. In 

fact, it should be extremely dangerous! 

“No, I can’t leave him alone just because I’m afraid! There must be something wrong with Li Moying!” 

Huang Yueli gritted her teeth and decided to continue following Li Moying. 

Even though the current Li Moying might turn around anytime and stab her, but… to leave him alone, 

she couldn’t do it! 

The only thing she could do was to be very careful. 

Once Huang Yueli had made up her mind, she secretly prodded out her head. 

Without looking back, Li Moying had already left the dense forest. She could only watch him gradually 

getting further and further away…as well as the dead corpses of the Great Spiritual Horn Rhino. 

Huang Yueli tiptoed as she walked out. 

The air reeked of a blood stench and along with the mutilated corpses, it was enough to made anyone 

throw up. 

She jogged in small, quick steps to chase up to Li Moying as his silhouette was quickly leaving her vision. 

But she could not afford to follow too close as she was afraid he would find out her whereabouts. So 

after a bit of distance, she would hide behind a tree. 

However this method caused the distance between them to gradually became larger and she almost lost 

him. 

Chapter 437: Just thinking was enough to send the chills down their spines 

 

Huang Yueli kept hiding while she tried to keep up and finally managed to chase up to Li Moying. 

But very soon, she noticed something was wrong – Li Moying was advancing towards the direction of 

the Werewolf Mercenaries’ campsite! 

Judging by Li Moying’s outlook, he had probably lost his rationality. 

Since the killer demon was so nimble, then killing….. naturally will not be a problem. 

Huang Yueli obviously was not worried about the lives of those scums but they were still experts at the 

sixth stage, and there were so many of them. 



Not to mention, humans and demons were different. They knew how to coordinate and use various 

Profound Armaments and Profound Skills. 

Whereas Li Moying state was unclear. If they were to really battle, won’t Li Moying be on the losing 

end? 

Thinking of this Huang Yueli started to become anxious and couldn’t care less about being exposed. 

Using her fastest speed, she tried to chase up to Li Moying. 

At this moment, in the campsite. 

The Werewolf Mercenaries were just recovering from a state of confusion. Bearded Captain and Fatty 

were beaten up, their faces bruised from the punches but at least the explanation was out. 

After both of them vowed that they were not gays, the other soldiers reluctantly held their punches 

back. 

At this point of time in the extremely dangerous Dark Moon Forest, Bearded Captain and Fatty’s 

strength were for real, and since they worked as a team, it wasn’t rational at all to turn tables now. 

But many of them were secretly vowed to themselves that they would never group up with these two 

people. Just thinking that they were beside them and had exceptional interests in men was enough to 

send the chills down their spines….. 

Peace had been restored in the campsite and very soon, the mercenaries found that something was 

wrong. 

The two fat lambs that they had painstakingly lured into the group….. were missing! 

“That’s weird, their tent is still here! Where did they disappear to? Where did they go?” 

“That’s right! Captain and I wanted to find that lass to have a chat, but how… did they disappear?” Fatty 

was especially surprised. 

Everyone used the same peculiar glance and looked at him, thinking to themselves that he was not 

going to look for the lass ‘to chat’ but was thinking about her senior instead. 

Although they only had a glance, that man’s demeanour was graceful and elegant. His looks would 

definitely enchant any female, and especially attractive towards other men….. 

Even so, it was strange that the campsite was missing the two of them. 

The worst thing was, none of them had managed to gain anything out of it yet! 

Initially their plan was to play around with the little lass, and it failed. They were not able to obtain the 

man’s realm ring, only getting the lass’s realm ring. There was basically nothing inside, simply put, there 

were as poor as a church mouse….. 

When he thought of this, bearded captain touched his finger and had a shock of his life! 

“Eh? What’s weird, where is my interspatial ring? Why is it suddenly missing? Have anyone of you seen 

my interspatial ring?” 



“What kind of joke is that? Haven’t you always worn that on your finger?” 

“Yes, that’s right! I remember that I always had it on me, but…. It’s really missing now!” 

Bearded captain was running round in circles and the other mercenaries also became flustered. They 

kept bombarding him with questions to help him remember where he had kept his interspatial ring. 

After all, the commission and other rewards for this assignment had yet to be distributed. Normally after 

the assignment had ended, the rewards would be given out according to how much effort each member 

had put in. 

Now…. it was all kept with the Captain! 

Chapter 438: Simply looking for death 

 

If the interspatial ring was lost, that would be equivalent to using a wicker basket to draw water, a total 

waste of effort. 

“Quickly try to recall, where did you place the interspatial ring?” 

“How could you lose the interspatial ring?” 

Bearded captain searched himself all over, and every corner of his own tent but ended up empty-

handed. 

He totally had no impression of handing over his interspatial ring when he was controlled by Huang 

Yueli’s Piercing Sky Eye technique. 

“Did you intentionally hide the interspatial ring?” 

This entire matter was so absurd that some of them started to suspect that the bearded captain was 

embezzling the fortunes. 

“How can that be? Am I that sort of person?”, Bearded captain furiously defended himself, “It’s not the 

first time you are doing work under me! We have took up businesses larger than this before, since when 

have I ever short-changed you?” 

“That’s true…. But, where did the interspatial ring go to?” 

Everyone gathered their thoughts together and suddenly someone voiced out a possibility. 

“Do you think that Captain’s interspatial ring’s disappearance has anything to do that those two fat 

lambs?” 

“What do you mean? Are you trying to say that they stole the Captain’s ring, and ran away throughout 

the night?” 

When everyone heard these, they looked at everyone in dismay but very quickly, someone in the group 

started to laugh. 



“Aren’t you guys thinking too much! That’s really funny! Earlier that pair of student siblings, one is Qi 

Profound Realm Nine Level, the other is Defensive Profound Realm Seven Level. Their strengths are 

super low, tell me, how could they possibly steal anything from our Captain? Even if they did, would 

they dare to leave the campsite in the middle of the night? Where are they preparing to escape to?” 

“If they are dumb enough to escape into the forest at this kind of timing, then they’re simply looking for 

death! We can assume that they have already become some Magical Beasts’ meal. In my opinion, it’s 

the Captain who is muddled and forgot where he dropped his interspatial ring. When day breaks, let’s 

search for it again. We should be able to find it by then…..” 

Saying till then, a loud “Boom” echoed, causing the entire ground to vibrate vigorously. 

“What’s happening?” 

“There’s something happening…. in the direction of the forest!” 

The mercenaries’ all had shock written all over their faces. 

All of them were experienced and had been in and out of the Dark Moon Forest for quite some time so 

naturally they understood that if there was such a huge commotion in the forest in the middle of the 

night, it referred to a bad premonition. 

“Look! It’s the Great Spiritual Horn Rhino!”, someone pointed to a direction not far away, “There’s so 

many of them!” 

“No good, are these Great Spiritual Horn Rhino trying to attack our campsite? Everyone, prepare to 

defend!” 

Bearded Captain gave a solemn expression and urgently conveyed his order. 

The mercenaries had tacit understanding and they all knew how dangerous it was to have such a large-

scale of restless Magical Beasts so they quickly got into their positions and set up their defence 

formation, prepared their bunkers and several weapons. 

“BOOOOMMMMM~~~~” 

A few hundred Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos stamping on the ground caused the tremors of the ground to 

become stronger. 

Just as the tensed mercenaries embattled themselves, not only did these Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos 

routed away from their campsite, avoid a direct confrontation, they were desperately running further 

away. 

This attitude was as if something horrifying was chasing them from behind. 

And for their own safety, they didn’t have any time to lose on other stuff. Such a huge campsite was 

completely ignored by them. 

Chapter 439: Damn it, scared me to death 

 



“Wha… What situation is this? What happened… in the forest?” 

Fatty felt that the situation was extremely unusual and both his legs started to tremble like jelly. 

The others looked towards the dense forest, with startled emotions. 

At the position where the last Great Spiritual Horn Rhino had disappeared, a tall dark figure slowly 

emerged. 

His movements were slow and even a little unstable, in his hand was a longsword, slowly showing his 

appearance from the darkness. 

The mercenaries acted as they were about to fight the final boss and they were sweating profusely. 

Trembling with fear and trepidation behind the bunkers, they felt as if their breathing would stop 

anytime. 

Earlier when the hundreds of Great Rhinos were madly charging towards them, it had already made 

most of them tremble with fear. What appeared now was the character which made the scared Great 

Rhinos escape for their safety desperately! 

This… was much stronger and horrifying! 

No matter if the person was a human or a demon, with this type of strength, it was enough to send their 

entire Werewolf Mercenaries to death! 

Very soon, as that figure was nearing, his appearance was presented to the entire group. 

“It’s that pretty boy from yesterday…..” 

“Damn it, scared me to death. I thought who was it. So the pretty boy had awoken and ran into the 

forest. Were they trying to escape?” 

“That’s probably the case! He must have brought his junior to escape with him and the outcome was to 

run into the Great Spiritual Horn Rhino stampede and subsequently ran here!” 

Some of their analysis were so convincing that everyone started to nod in agreement. 

The rest naturally thought so and when they linked the cause and effects, it affirmed that their guess 

was right. 

Looks like this senior was slightly more intelligent than his junior, and had more experiences. He knew 

that these mercenaries were up to no good by offering them to stay on, so when he awoke, he escaped 

together with his junior. 

Unfortunately he didn’t considered the fact that they were in the inner zone. With his little strength, he 

did not have enough power against the fifth tier magical beasts. And the unluckiest was they had to 

meet with the stampede of the Great Spiritual Horn Rhinos! 

Even though they had wasted much effort to escape, they had no choice but to crestfallenly leave the 

forest and beg the Werewolf Mercenaries to offer shelter to them! 

A sinister smile appeared on the Bearded Captain’s face. 



“This boy, doesn’t know his own place. We offered to shelter them but instead of showing gratitude, he 

escaped!” 

“Exactly! They didn’t even think that they still owe us silver! This round, the charges will be much higher. 

I must let that lass kneel down and serve me, and warm up my bed on her own accord!” Fatty gave a 

wretched smile. 

“Right, this pretty boy…. We must make him kneel and lick our shoes!” 

“This idea is good….. ha ha ha ha ha!” 

The mercenaries all started laughing, their tensed feelings were starting to loosen up. 

This fellow from the second degree realm just showed up like that. It seemed to them that no matter 

what the scary thing was, it would not appear anymore, so naturally they all started to feel safe. 

Now, the two fat lambs that had escaped had returned by themselves, so they took this opportunity to 

get some entertainment out of them. 

This was the beginning of a happy plot shift. 

At this moment, Li Moying’s figure had gotten closer and he was just outside the defensive array of 

campsite. 

Bearded Captain laughingly told the Array Master, “Quick, release the array and let him in!” 

Chapter 440: Now is not the time to act cool 

 

The array was released from inside. 

Li Moying’s movement was still slow-moving, but he didn’t hesitate to walk towards the direction of the 

campsite. 

“Heh, he actually dared to come in! Seems like he’s courting death!” 

“Look at the horrible expression he has on his face. He must have been horrified in the forest! With this 

little guts, he still dares to mess around in the Dark Moon Forest?” 

“Ha ha, this pretty boy is stupefied. I guess he will do whatever we ask him to do later on!” 

Amidst the laughter of the mercenaries, Li Moying had already stepped into the campsite. 

His incomparable handsome face was expressionless, the look in his eyes was sullen and it was 

impossible to figure out his emotions. His silky hair was in a mess and as the cold breeze blew past, it 

covered half of his face. 

“He’s here, the fellow is here!” 

“Quick, let’s have some fun tonight!” 

Everyone excitedly crowded around him and the bearded captain gave a loud cough, “Hey, brat! You 

actually dared to return…..” 



He had yet to complete his sentence when a flustered voice from afar was heard. 

“Li Moying! Are you mad! Why did you return to the campsite?! Did you think that you’re able to defeat 

everyone here? Leave with me quickly!” 

Huang Yueli had painstakingly followed him for the entire journey, and finally she managed to chase up 

to Li Moying. 

Initially, she didn’t dare to come close to him because of the cold behaviour that he had shown in the 

forest. But she didn’t know if he was stupid or crazy, he actually walked right back into the campsite, 

and this made her anxious. 

If Li Moying were to fall into the spell formation of the Werewolf Mercenaries, it would not be easy to 

escape unscathed! 

She could not allow him to fall into the hands of these villains, and allow them to bully him! 

Thinking of this, Huang Yueli could not care less and immediately rushed out to stop him. 

Based on the swift actions that he had shown when he killed the Great Spiritual Horn Rhino, he should 

have recovered quite an amount of power. Although she had no idea how he managed to do that but it 

would be better to bring him away before he start to fight with those mercenaries. 

Unfortunately it was a waste of effort on her end. Li Moying didn’t even bother to cast her a glance. 

Huang Yueli grew even more anxious and using her fastest speed, she shot beside him and pulled him 

back. 

“Please use your brain, now is not the time to act cool! The injuries you incurred have not recovered 

fully, why choose to act now? If you want revenge, we can always do it next time. It’s never too late to 

exact revenge! Let’s just leave this place now!” 

She used all her strength to tug at Li Moying’s hand but no matter how hard she tried, Li Moying would 

not budge. 

Huang Yueli frowned and lifted her head to look at him, but what she saw was a pair of extremely cold 

pupils. 

That pair of eyes, was serene and melancholy, and vaguely showed a hint of blood red. Just one glance 

and it made her have a splitting headache! 

This… this blood-thirsty glance…. It’s not something that any living being should have….. 

Heavens, what had happened to him? Why did he use this expression… to look at her? 

Huang Yueli was shocked beyond words, and the movements on her hands stopped momentarily. 

Just at this moment, the Werewolf Mercenaries’ soldiers had recovered from their shock and started to 

laugh. 



“Ai yo, I was thinking who was that. It’s the little lass who had also came back! That’s great! I thought 

she had died in the forest! What a waste it would be! I have yet to touch her, if she just died, wouldn’t it 

be a huge loss?” 

 


